MIURA introduces its new LX-300 modular industrial steam boiler. The unique design of the LX-300 offers high-efficiency, on-demand steam in one quarter of the space — saving money, space, and start-up time. The zero-side-clearance design reduces boiler room size and cuts construction costs. The LX-300 achieves 87 percent efficiency using Miura’s built-in energy recovery and water treatment systems and saves up to 20 percent on fuel costs and CO2 emissions. For more information visit MIURA at www.miuraboiler.com.

The Loyalton Group puts experienced energy professionals to work solving the most pressing energy concerns of today’s educational enterprises. From daily bill management, energy procurement, and facility optimization to long-term carbon management, our expertise can elevate profits, reduce costs, manage risk, and advance sustainability. For greater detail, visit The Loyalton Group at www.loyaltongroup.com.

Seicoat Corporation contends nearly any type of surface can be made graffiti-proof with the application of GPA-300 Graffiti Proofer® Non-Stick coating. The benefits of GPA-300 include graffiti removal without the use of any chemicals in addition cleaning and maintenance personnel do not have to spend countless dollars or hours removing or continually painting over graffiti. The Seicoat coating is water-clear, permanent, UV-stable, and chemical and abrasion resistant. The product is environmentally friendly, non-reactive and VOC, CARB and AQMD compliant. For additional details about the Seicoat Corporation, visit www.seicoat.com.

Carlisle SynTec introduces a new Roof Garden system that provides instant vegetative coverage. Carlisle’s new Vegetated Sedum Tiles add another dimension by offering immediate rooftop plant coverage on the day of installation. Sedum Tiles greatly expedite vegetative installation. After being dropped into place over Carlisle’s Growth Media, the installation is complete. These unique tiles simplify installation and eliminate the need for landscapers as well as the tedious labor associated with planting a large roof area. Four tile choices are available – All Season Mix, Tuff Stuff Mix, Shade Mix, and Color Max Mix. For more information, visit Carlisle SynTec at www.carlisleroofgardens.com.

Bemis Manufacturing Co. has made life easier by combining new proprietary hinge and fastening systems to make thorough cleaning easier than ever while speeding installations and eliminating loose seats. The Bemis Just-Lift® hinge enables the seat to be pulled straight up from the open position. The lifted seat creates a 1.5-inch gap between the seat and bowl that enables easier and more thorough cleaning than traditional hinges allow. After cleaning, the seat is just pushed down, making the hinge flush with the bowl once more. The seat combines the stylish aesthetics expected in a modern world with durability needed in commercial operations. For more information about Bemis Manufacturing Co. visit www.statitesystem.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
With ARAMARK, your campus is more than just attractive, it’s cleaner, safer, healthier and more eco-friendly, too. Our customized programs provide a full spectrum of services for a more appealing and inviting campus—delivered weekly, right to your door. And that’s why we’re the first choice of over 900 campuses in North America.

FREE CASE STUDY
Floor maintenance vs. high foot traffic; How two colleges solved the problem. Download at Solutions.GoAramark.com/Study

ARAMARK Uniform Services
Uniforms/Apparel • Floor Mats • Restoom Supply Solutions • Microfiber Cleaning System • Mops/Towels

(877) 404-3989